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Abstract
The principal policy tool for respecting the preferences of patients facing serious illnesses that can prompt decisions regarding end-of-life care is the advance directive (AD) for health care. AD policies, decision aids for facilitating ADs, and clinical processes for interpreting ADs all treat patients as rational actors who will make appropriate choices, if provided relevant information. We review barriers to following this model, leading us to propose replacing the goal of rational choice with that of value awareness, enabling patients (and, where appropriate, their surrogates) to be as rational as they can and want to be when making these fateful choices. We propose approaches, and supporting research, suited to individuals’ cognitive, affective, and social circumstances, resources, and desires.
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In the idealized vision of preferences that underlies rational actor models, people know what they want in all possible circumstances. In reality, though, people are not born with well-articulated utility functions applicable to all possible outcomes. Rather, they acquire their preferences through experience and inference. Experience may dominate preference formation for repeated decisions. People come to prefer particular foods through a lifetime of tasting. They come to prefer particular detergents through trial-and-error cleaning experiments. In contrast, inference may dominate unique decisions, such as those involving serious illness and end-of-life care, that force patients to ask, and then answer, often-difficult questions about what matters most to them, in life and in death. What tradeoffs do they want to make between expected discomfort and expected longevity? How important are the resources and memories that they will leave with people close to them? How much responsibility do they want to bear for a fateful decision, added to the weight of living with its consequences?

Here, we consider the relevance of the rational actor model as a standard for serious illness, potentially requiring end-of-life decisions, in light of the many studies showing the vagaries of preference formation in situations where people may not immediately know what they want. We offer an alternative to the rational actor standard, which we call value awareness, for decisions whose cognitive, affective, and social demands make rationality
an unrealistic or even unwanted goal. Value awareness holds that patients (and their surrogates, where relevant) are best served by having the fullest possible opportunity to be as rational as they can and want to be. After sketching our argument in the next section, we describe the circumstances of end-of-life decisions and their implications for the rational actor model. We propose changes in clinical practice, and supporting research, for achieving value awareness.

**Limits to Rational Choice**

The barriers to understanding the complex, uncertain, unfamiliar facts regarding medical decisions are well-known and documented. Drawing on basic science in judgment and decision making, medical researchers have made great progress in making facts clearer, assessing the limits to patients’ understanding, and characterizing patients’ appreciation of those limits. However, better communication may, actually, make decision making harder, by putting difficult choices in sharper relief. Rather than face those choices, patients may look for information about the world, which will somehow clarify matters, when the critical uncertainties lie within them. They may also be vulnerable to manipulation by how a decision is presented, not realizing that there are other ways to look at it, which might lead to different choices.

Anomalies in preference formation have long been a focal topic in behavioral decision research and its predecessor fields. Experimental demonstrations have shown how labile preferences can be, in situations where people do not know what they want well enough to resist the manipulations of experimenters, marketers, and others. Context effects, framing effects, priming effects, and preference reversals are among the many ways in which seemingly subtle changes in how options are presented have been found to affect choices. The potential implications of that research for end-of-life decisions are suggested by studies showing the effects of default text on patients’ advance directives, physicians’ framing of options on patients’ choices between life-supporting and comfort-focused treatments, physicians’ word use on surrogates’ cardiopulmonary resuscitation decisions, and priming on providers’ plans to discuss withdrawing life support in the intensive care unit. Patients are vulnerable to these effects because they lack trial-and-error experience making the decisions. Physicians are vulnerable because, even when they know the procedures and expected outcomes, they may not know the patients and their, perhaps evolving, perspectives.

Given these results from basic research and affirming evidence from medical applications, we propose a shift in the philosophy guiding medical decision making regarding end-of-life care. That shift recognizes both the value and the limits of the rational actor model. It embraces the due diligence that rational analysis requires of health care professionals: to clarify decisions as far as analysis allows. However, it also recognizes that the results of such analyses may overwhelm patients, even when every effort has been made to identify the issues most material to their choices, communicate those issues clearly, and respect patients’ conclusions. Our proposed alternative goal, value awareness, recognizes these limits and the need for procedures that accommodate them, serving actual patients and not just idealized ones.

Our proposed alternative also recognizes that, cognitive limits aside, not all issues are subject to rational analysis. People may have sacred values that preclude the tradeoffs required by the utility theory axioms that underlie rational actor models. As a result, they do not want to be rational, in the utility theory sense, over option sets where sacred values are at stake. A sacred value familiar to health care providers is the religious prohibition against blood transfusion among Jehovah’s Witnesses. People may also have strong preferences for how decisions are made, and not just their expected outcomes, which are all that rational actor models consider. For example, patients may want emotions, faith, fate, or family to guide them, even when they could, rationally, identify the option with the highest expected utility.

We define the alternative goal of value awareness as enabling patients to achieve their desired balance between rational and nonrational decision making, allowing them to be as rational as they can and want to be. That means doing everything possible to make the critical issues clear, thereby expanding the envelope of potentially rational decision making. It also means allowing patients to determine how far they want to go down the rational-actor path, recognizing that it only considers expected outcomes, and not the process leading to them. Embracing that path fully means making tradeoffs among all possible outcomes, with none being sacred; attaining adequate cognitive mastery of all relevant issues; and willingly bearing personal responsibility for the choices and the outcomes that follow.

The next section briefly reviews the policy framework that posits the rational actor standard for patient decision making. Building on work by Fagerlin, Sudore, and others, we examine the challenges to meeting that standard posed by end-of-life decisions and, then, offer value awareness as an alternative standard. We propose
changes in health care practice needed to achieve value awareness and research needed to support those changes. Foremost among the practice changes are ones that give patients confidence that they will receive the cognitive, affective, and social support needed to navigate the path that they choose to travel. Foremost among the research questions are how to afford patients’ cognitive understanding of how well they could, conceivably, understand the decisions facing them and affective understanding of how they will feel, given their choice.

The Policy Ideal

In the United States, the principal policy tool for respecting patient’s preferences for end-of-life care is the advance directive (AD) for health care. ADs are legal documents (e.g., living wills, durable powers of attorney for health care) to be exercised when individuals cannot make decisions on their own behalf. ADs can indicate medical treatments for circumstances specified in them or designate individuals as proxies for circumstances that are not. Luis Kutner first proposed the AD as an extension of the legal requirement for informed consent in 1969. In the 1976 Quinlan case, the US Supreme Court affirmed that individuals’ right to direct their medical care with ADs was Constitutionally guaranteed. In order to promote AD use, Congress passed the 1990 Patient Self-Determination Act, requiring health care institutions (but not individual clinicians) to provide patients with information about ADs.

ADs treat patients (and their surrogates) as rational actors, who will choose the option with the highest expected utility, if provided needed information. The rational actor model assumes well-formulated decisions, with each option (e.g., treatment) represented as a vector of expected outcomes (e.g., pain, anxiety, life expectancy) that a decision maker can weight by relative importance. Procedures grounded in discrete choice theory have been used to elicit such preferences for end-of-life decisions including choices of health care proxy, treatment regime, and care site (e.g., home, hospital, hospice). One important reason for ADs is that the turmoil of critical medical situations may preclude careful deliberation even when patients are cognitively competent. In practice, creating ADs, which address future decisions, often loses out in the competition with everyday chores and emergencies.

Formal decision aids offer structured ways to formulate ADs, designed to help users overcome the emotional stress of contemplating such events or drifting off because the task becomes bewildering. Such aids can prune overly “bushy” decision trees, highlighting the issues that mattered most to test populations or helping users identify their own priorities. There have been several systematic reviews and one meta-analysis of decision aids’ impacts. The evidence suggests that they can increase the probability of patients completing ADs and discussing end-of-life care preferences with health care providers. A few trials have found that aids increased the probability of similar hypothetical choices being made by patients and proxies or by patients and providers. Several trials have found that patients are more likely to receive end-of-life care consistent with an AD created with an aid. No study has addressed the difficult question of how aids affect the quality of health care and end-of-life experiences.

Barriers to Rational Actor Policies

In addition to providing potentially useful information, decision aids attempt to address a common barrier to rational actor models: the lack of clearly identified decision points, with well-formulated options. Without such junctures, patients (or their surrogates) may find themselves facing critical decisions, such as whether to intubate a patient in acute respiratory distress, under conditions where they lack the time, energy, or focus needed for rational decision making. Or, they may experience social pressures that preclude orderly deliberation, as they try to reconcile the desires and perceptions of family and providers. Or, critical options, outcomes, and uncertainties may end up hidden in plain sight, buried in irrelevant detail or mistakenly treated as “going without saying.” In such situations, critical choice points may slip by, leaving patients’ fate to standard operating procedures that undermine their autonomy, such as the protocols followed by pre-hospital emergency response teams, emergency departments, or intensive care units.

Decision aids might address all of these limits. However, their use ignores the possibility that some patients, for some decisions, may prefer a less orderly process, with chances to ruminate about difficult issues and perhaps find ways to work around them. When patients cannot, or will not, think their way through to a choice, decision aids may force their hand, asking them...
to do the impossible. Without the chance to deliberate, patients may make choices without fully knowing what they want and without achieving the consolidated state of mind needed to live with their choices and the outcomes that follow. Value awareness recognizes these possibilities and seeks to expand the envelope of issues that patients can address, without pushing them into territory that they cannot handle.

**Relaxing the Rational Actor Model**

Rational actor models have no choice but to force the issue and elicit preferences among well-defined options. The essence of rationality is having orderly preferences over the expected outcomes of all available options, with “order” defined by the coherence criteria of the utility theory axioms. The limits to achieving such coherence can be seen in studies eliciting utilities for health states, which typically exclude many responses as deficient for one reason or another. The limits might also be seen in studies eliciting preferences for public goods, where participants often give “protest responses,” refusing to answer questions that are formally well-structured, but cognitively intractable.

Herbert Simon proposed two reasoned strategies for decisions that are unmanageably diffuse or complex. One is bounded rationality (or approximate optimization), making rational choices for a simplified version of the actual decision, deliberately neglecting some options, consequences, or uncertainties. Decision aids for ADs are created in this spirit, focusing patients on the subset of issues that their designers consider most important. These aids fail analytically if they bound the problem inappropriately, missing critical options, outcomes, or uncertainties. They fail behaviorally if they exclude context that patients need to orient themselves within their bounds.

Simon’s second strategy is satisficing, which does not explicitly ignore any topic, but abandons the quest for a perfect (rational) choice, seeking instead an acceptable (satisficing) one. Examples related to end-of-life decisions might include discussing advance care planning in general terms or assigning someone durable health care power of attorney, both ways of circumscribing acceptable ways of addressing future contingencies. These strategies fail analytically if the rules do not capture patients’ concerns. They fail behaviorally if patients do not understand the practical implications of their choices.

In Simon’s formulation, the success of simplifying strategies depends on the quality of the heuristics that guide them. Professionals seeking to aid patients can draw on experience and research, for heuristics regarding the distribution of patient preferences, where individual patients fall in that distribution, what consultative processes leave patients most satisfied with their choices, and how they hold up through the cascades of decisions and outcomes that follow patient choices.

Patients, however, rarely have experience with once-in-a-lifetime decisions about end-of-life care. They must draw on heuristics acquired in other settings. The validity of those heuristics depends on how similar the options, outcomes, and uncertainties are, as well as whether they can consult (or ignore) similar people, take similar time to digest the issues, trust the same strategies for managing their own emotions, and similarly handle the attendant social pressures. Extending cognitive, affective, and social heuristics beyond their effective range runs the risk of untested improvisation or ceding control to others. Value awareness seeks to take patients as far as they can and want to go toward rational choices, realizing how far they have come and where further efforts would take them. The next section describes it more fully, along with the research needed to realize it—sometimes waiting to be used, sometimes waiting to be conducted.

**The Value Awareness Ideal**

**Cognitive Goals**

Patients with value awareness understand their options, the limits to that understanding, and the opportunities to learn more. There are vast literatures on how to communicate expected risks and benefits, in terms of both quantitative estimates of expected outcomes and the qualitative processes generating them. Although researchers are continuing to refine these methods, the practical challenge is applying what is known. That effort must include learning enough about patients’ beliefs and values to identify their information needs and evaluating how well the process has succeeded.

Within the rational actor model, success can be addressed with sensitivity analyses, assessing whether additional information would affect choices. Such analyses can also determine whether individuals’ values are sufficiently precise to identify their preferred option. Making choices requires translating general values into preferences among specific options. For example, although pain is important in principle, it should not matter in practice when expected to be similar for all treatment options. Decision aids for rational actors consider how much outcomes vary across options, so as to direct patients’ limited attention to the facts that they
need to know, and away from facts that it would be nice to know or are hardly worth bothering with at all.29–32 Such analyses break down when beliefs or preferences are inconsistent, in the sense of having internal contradictions (e.g., violating the conjunction rule or transitivity axiom). They also break down when beliefs or preferences are incomplete, in the sense of people not knowing what to say. With beliefs, that possibility has prompted the development of non-Bayesian belief functions, such that a portion of a probability distribution remains unallocated, recognizing the possibility of as-yet-unimagined hypotheses or contingencies. With preferences, that means violating the comparability axiom, indicating neither preference nor indifference among options.

Value awareness means recognizing, addressing, and, perhaps, accepting situations where people do not know what to think or want. The research challenge here is developing an empirically and ethically sound approach to reactive measurement, whereby the elicitation process may change people, by suggesting perspectives. Scientifically, much is known about how people construct preferences.4,33–37 That research provides a foundation for helping patients articulate the implications of their basic values for end-of-life decisions.38 However, we lack accepted standards for establishing that the elicitation process has deepened patients’ understanding rather than biasing it. Absent such standards, decision aid designers may prefer to risk sins of omission, in the sense of leaving patients to the own devices, over sins of commission, in the sense of biasing their responses.

**Affective Goals**

Patients with value awareness will understand themselves in relationship to their decisions. If they succeed, then they will make decisions that they can live with, confident that they have gone as far as they are comfortable in making sense of the issues and assuming responsibility for what follows.2,39,40 One threat to having a warranted feeling of being able to live with a decision-making process comes from failures of metacognition, not realizing how well (or poorly) one has understood the issues. That could lead to searching for missing facts when the residual uncertainties are about values. It could also lead to premature closure, exposing oneself to regret, from missing issues that were there to be found. A second threat is failures of affective forecasting, seen in studies showing that people cannot always predict their pleasure (or pain) nor introspect about the factors shaping their choices.4,42 Difficult choices may demand inferences that defy individuals’ inferential abilities, forcing them to rely on heuristics attuned to more mundane ones. Their judgment may be clouded by irrelevant emotions or insensitive to relevant ones. They may be derailed by contextual cues, such as the reference points of prospect theory.3,4 They may not know when they do not know what they want.

Researchers have long recognized that individuals may have uncertain values, as seen in models for stochastic preferences (where A is usually preferred to B).43 However, those models do not address inconsistent preferences, in the sense of being “of more than one mind” on a topic, or incomplete preferences, in the sense of not fully grasping what is at stake, given the novelty, complexity, or contradictions of a choice. Unless a decision-making process allows participants to recognize and resolve inconsistent and incomplete preferences, it risks misrepresenting their views. It must then balance pressing too hard, forcing people to deal with issues that they cannot handle, and not pressing hard enough, leaving superficially orderly preferences.

Once, psychologists distinguished cold and hot cognition, referring to behavior driven by thought and emotion, respectively. The two are now seen as intertwined. On the one hand, emotion is a natural part of thought,44 with affective reactions sometimes preceding and directing cognitive ones. On the other hand, cognitive expectations and contextual cues can shape how people interpret affective arousal. Emotions can aid cognition, by orienting people to the content of messages. Emotions can also degrade cognition, by distorting or blocking that content. How much emotions matter depends on the size of these effects. It also depends on how emotions affect decision makers’ willingness to rely on thought, rather than feeling. That should depend, in turn, on how well their cognitive needs have been satisfied, so that they can think their way to reasoned choices, rather than drift into crises or act out in frustration. Value awareness builds on this research to take patients to the most comfortable spot, in what might be painful terrain.

**Social Goals**

Patients with value awareness will understand the roles that they wish to have others play in their decision-making process. Health care staff are one set of others. Family members are a second. Decision aids (and aides) are a third. In each case, patients want some forms of support from those others, while preserving some measure of autonomy. In each case, those others may have useful perspectives, potentially clouded by their own interests and experiences. In each case, the relationships
are both a means to better decisions and an end, shaping how patients live their final days.

Rational actor models might accommodate some of these concerns as additional outcomes. For example, some patients might willingly sacrifice physical comfort in order to secure peace in the family or satisfy a loved one’s religious preferences. Other concerns, though, might raise ethical flags. For example, “making the doctors happy” might not be a legitimate goal, even if it were done with the instrumental goal of hoping to secure better care. Still other concerns refer to the decision-making process, with no direct or indirect effect on outcomes, hence have no place in rational actor models.

Achieving value awareness means helping patients understand and manage these processes. The needed research would, in effect, make them better intuitive social psychologists, organizational scientists, anthropologists, and so on, when answering questions such as the following: Who are these people? What are their goals? How far do they share mine? What will they do when our goals conflict? How well do they understand me? How can I enlist their engagement, or get them to back off? What will they assume, if I appear hesitant (or confident)? What standard operating procedures will take over if I fail to act?

**Value Awareness in Practice**

Our advocacy of value awareness makes explicit an emerging shift in clinical practice. While this shift reflects interdisciplinary efforts from practitioners in multiple specialties, including geriatrics and critical care, the new specialty of palliative care is perhaps most closely associated with it. Palliative care best practice encourages clinicians to elicit general goals and values, rather than specific preferences; use scenario planning to examine downstream decisions; explore tradeoffs via deliberation; and acknowledge uncertainty. Such best practice is also increasingly willing to offer treatment recommendations, reflecting what clinicians believe patients would want, were they to achieve value awareness. By acknowledging the difficulty of these decisions, such consultations may relieve some of the moral and emotional burden that currently falls on patients, surrogates, and providers, protecting them from stress and burnout.

As an example, consider the case of a 75-year-old, formerly independent woman, who initially presented with a stroke causing right-sided hemiparesis (inability to move her right arm and leg), aphasia (inability to speak), and difficulty swallowing. She had a living will stating that if she were “terminally ill” or in a “permanent coma” she did not want life-sustaining treatment, such as cardiopulmonary resuscitation, mechanical ventilation, or a feeding tube. Although she recovered sufficiently after 3 days to track people in the room with her eyes and answer some “yes/no” questions, she remained somnolent. The neurology team reported that the full extent of her cognitive and functional recovery was hard to predict. However, it would require time in an inpatient rehabilitation facility. Transfer to that facility would require a feeding tube to provide nutrition because she could not yet swallow without aspirating (breathing food into her lungs). The alternative would be supportive care with home- or facility-based hospice. She has adult children, one of whom, a daughter, is her designated decision maker. That daughter is asked to make a decision about feeding tube placement on hospital day 3.

With a rational actor approach, the neurologist might offer a clear contextual cue: the patient “needs” an (enteral) feeding tube. A surgeon or gastroenterologist would then request written informed consent for that specific procedure. That narrow decision would not consider outcomes other than the immediate risks and benefits, nor would it consider downstream decisions, such as whether to discontinue enteral feeding in the absence of functional recovery. At least one decision aid exists to help surrogates make feeding tube decisions for older adults. Were it used in this case, the woman’s surrogate might achieve value awareness for the boundedly rational decision that it poses. That is, she could understand its issues, feel at peace with her choice, and manage the social interactions with staff and other family members.

That equanimity might break down, though, if staff presented the cascade of decisions that might arise, depending on her mother’s progress. That reality could threaten all three aspects of value awareness. Cognitively, there might be more contingencies than she could keep in mind. Affectively, the potential consequences might be more dire than she could bear. Socially, she might struggle to convene the staff needed to inform her choice or convince her siblings that she can interpret her mother’s long-term wishes.

A value awareness approach to this choice might involve a facilitated conversation with a palliative care specialist or non-specialist provider trained in the Serious Illness Conversation Guide. The guide outlines a semi-structured interview process designed to understand the patient’s values and goals (e.g., critical abilities she would not wish to live without; willingness to accept burdensome treatment for life extension), discusses prognostic expectations and uncertainty, explores and validates
emotions, and supports deliberations. These interviews are structured to identify differences in patient and the surrogate preferences, so as follow the former, while recognizing the reality (and humanity) of the latter. In these ways, the protocol places the narrow treatment decision (about the feeding tube) in the broader context of the patient’s treatment strategy. This approach would achieve value awareness if the surrogate understands the facts of her mother’s circumstances, feels emotionally supported in making the choices, and has confidence in her ability to navigate the system and her family’s dynamics.

Conclusions

Informed consent has long provided the ethical foundation for US medical practice, especially for high-stakes decisions, such as those arising with serious illness and end-of-life care. The rational actor model has long guided explication of the informed consent principle, providing a framework for identifying facts and values that patients (or their surrogates) might wish to consider. ADs and decision aids have translated those analyses into practice. Practitioners have accumulated valuable experience with them.

In parallel with these clinical developments, basic behavioral research has exploded, documenting challenges to rational actor schemes, including cognitive limits to information processing and affective and social pressures on decision making. The complex, diffuse ways in which serious illness and end-of-life decisions emerge and evolve often represent extreme versions of these challenges. Burgeoning professional and popular literatures document these limits.

We propose value awareness as an alternative to the rational actor model. It embraces that model’s commitment to rigorous analysis of what is and what could be known about a medical condition and treatment options. However, it also maintains realistic aspirations for how far that analysis can and should go with end-of-life choices. For well-formulated decisions, the rational actor model may be feasible, especially with proposed reforms in health care practices, such as shared decision making and greater primary palliative care capacity.

Examples might include decisions about cardiopulmonary resuscitation in the event of a full cardiorespiratory arrest or the initiation of a time-limited trial of mechanical ventilation for respiratory failure. However, the model breaks down when patients (or their surrogates) lack clear decision points, adequate understanding of the issues, the ability to reconcile inconsistent or incomplete preferences, or the ability to bear full responsibility for their choices. With unfamiliar, evolving fateful end-of-life decisions, those may be more common. Examples might include

![Figure 1](value Awareness: A goal for end-of-life decision making. This schematic summarizes the feasibility and suitability of the rational actor model under different decision making conditions. It offers an alternative goal, value awareness, in situations common to end-of-life decisions.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ordered Preferences</th>
<th>Incomplete Preferences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rationality Desired</td>
<td>Rational actor model feasible and fitting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rational actor model fitting, but not feasible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Goal: Value Awareness</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationality Not Desired</td>
<td>Rational actor model feasible, but not fitting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rational actor neither fitting nor feasible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Goal: Value Awareness</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Preferences are incomplete when people do not know what they want.

Rationality is not desired when people will not make tradeoffs or wish to have affect govern their choices.
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decisions about discontinuing of life-supporting therapy in the intensive care unit after a complication of major surgery or discontinuing systemic cancer therapy and enrolling in hospice in the context of advanced cancer.

To address those decisions, health care systems need an alternative. We propose that of value awareness. Grounded in behavioral decision research, it seeks to extend the range of the rational actor model as far as possible, while delineating and addressing its limits (Figure 1). It is supported by research that integrates analytical and behavioral components. The analytical component identifies the elements of decisions that lend themselves to rational actor choices and structures the bounded rationality approaches of decision aids and the satisficing approaches of advance directives. The behavioral component develops better ways to communicate uncertain risks and benefits, help people articulate and express their preferences, and manage the social processes swirling around these choices.

Achieving these policy and research goals requires collaboration between scientists and practitioners, in order to relax the analytical rigidity of the rational actor model in disciplined ways. Approaches might include the Serious Illness Conversation Guide (discussed above), curated narratives of others’ decisions, and decision aids illustrating alternative heuristic rules. The rational actor model has taken us a long way toward addressing the needs of patients facing end-of-life decisions. Another model is needed to take us beyond its limits. We propose that of value awareness, using analytically informed and behaviorally realistic approaches to aid patients and proxies with these most difficult decisions. Value awareness is achieved when decision makers have gotten as far as they can go and want to go in articulating their preferences, and feel as confident as possible in being able to weather the affective and social pressures of what lies ahead.
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